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Abstract: Improvement of object oriented concepts 

in integrated development environment (IDE)  is an 

interesting research issue I the field of object 

oriented technology in computer science. Every 

framework has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. Ability to generate automated data 

transfer objects and data access objects is a 

challenging issue for framework. Most of the 

frameworks show static and dynamic visual 

representation but they have certain limitations to 

use object oriented principals. In this paper we 

propose efficient features to integrate to the IDE 

which satisfies developer requirements.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Object Oriented Programming based on 

concepts of objects. It contains the data in the form 

of fields such as attributes, codes and in the form of 

procedures. A feature of objects is that an object's 

procedures can access and often modify the data 

fields of the object with which they are associated. 

Object-oriented Programming uses objects, but not 

all of the associated techniques and structures are 

supported directly in languages that claim to 

support OOP. The features listed below are, 

however, common among languages considered 

strongly class- and object-oriented [1][2]. 

In spite of the way that educational 

programming conditions have been accessible for 

quite a long while, some crucial ideas of protest 

arranged programming and plan, for example, 

exemplification, interfaces, polymorphism, and 

legacy, are not tended to by existing apparatuses to 

a full degree[3]. The recent studies explained the 

novel collaboration similitudes epitomized in 

instrument bolster that, instead of existing devices, 

makes conceivable to delineate such protest 

situated programming ideas with top of the line 

portrayals. A device alluded to as AguiaJ, which is 

being utilized at our foundation for as far back as 

three years, encapsulates novel association 

representations for tending to the previously 

mentioned ideas in a slow and far reaching way. 

We clarify the imaginative device highlights 

utilizing a running case including the area of 

picture control [4]. 

While object-orientation has been broadly 

acknowledged as an essential programming 

worldview, showing object-orientation stays 

troublesome. Encounter reports recommend that a 

few issues can be maintained a strategic distance 

from by showing object-orientation as the primary 

dialect in an early on course. These representations 

help understudies better see how language structure 

means the development and utilization of occasions 

of classes, how each line of code impacts the 

programming condition, and how to successfully 

use programming aptitudes. The three essential 

UML diagrams utilized among these instruments 

are class diagrams, protest diagrams, and 

arrangement diagrams. Class diagrams outwardly 

exhibit each class of a program and how classes are 

interrelated. Protest diagrams take into account a 

more particular understanding of a specific 

program, indicating occasions of each class that 

have been produced. Grouping diagrams 

demonstrate the introduction of s, cases of classes, 

and strategy calls and in addition the lifetime of 

each of these components [5][6]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Static visualizations are those that don't 

change with time. Since the learner does not 

connect with such a perception, these assume to 

some degree restricted part. This is particularly 

valid if the learner enters with misguided 

judgments of an idea[7]. A picture of a chart or a 

graph or any type of static representation won't just 

not be a persuading media for indicating 

inconstancies in understudies convictions, yet will 

likewise be translated inside the setting of their 

confusion. This does not mean, in any case, that 

static visualizations can't assume a part in training. 

Essentially those visualizations are more suited for 
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building connections between ideas than actuating 

disequilibrium inside the misguided judgment of 

the understudy. 

We can draw an analogy to another 

domain of knowledge.  These analogies use to 

explain that there are various notations of the 

method or topic. In that visualizations used to 

create the arcs in the data network of the user. 

Initially we need to learn the word problems and 

have difficulty constructing a semantic model that 

represents in the form of text. Because of this they 

have difficulty constructing the correct number 

sentence to solve the problem. The visualization 

below draws on the students concept of sets and 

counting. In doing so it makes direction between 

the word problem and knowledge they have of the 

world[8]. 

Serve as an intermediate representation in 

the case that the concept to be learned is too distant 

from the knowledge base of the learner. The in the 
above visualization the intermediate set 

representation is not meant to be a lasting fixture 

on the path from word problem to number 

sentence. It serves as an intermediate representation 

while the direct links are being formed. By using 

the set representation, however, the set/counting 

part of the network has become more integrated 

into the knowledge base. This integration can again 

be utilized in teaching other material[9]. 

The following is a couple of visualizations 

for a Stirling heat cycle. The picture on the left is a 

temperature (T) - entropy(S) graph. The other is a 

pressure (P) - volume (V) chart. Joined these 

outlines demonstrate the connections between 

weight, volume, temperature and entropy as the 
burn proceeds through the four stable conditions of 

the cycle[10]. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

             We propose an empirical model of object 

oriented concepts improvement in IDE . Most of 

the IDEs provides static and dynamic 

representation of the classes and it helps the user to 

identify the bugs while running the application. 

You can a set a break point at line of code, it stops 

the execution when it comes the execution of that 

point and we can see both static and dynamic 

representation side by side, it helps the programmer 

to identify the issue or bug easily and reduces the 

development effort. 

IntelliSense is the general term for a number of 
features: List Members, Parameter Info, Quick 

Info, and Complete Word. These features help you 

to learn more about the code you are using, keep 

track of the parameters you are typing, and add 

calls to properties and methods with only a few 

keystrokes. Many aspects of IntelliSense are 

language-specific. For more information about 
IntelliSense for different languages, see the topics 

listed under See Also. 

             IntelliSense helps to get parameter 

information like name, number and type of 

parmeters needed by a method and generic type of 

the attribute or parameters. The attribute which is 

highlighted indicates the next parameter that is 

required as you type the function. For overloaded 

functions, you can use the UP and DOWN arrow 

keys to view alternative parameter information for 

the function overloads. Gives complete information 

of the method or documentation of the methods, 

classes and interfaces. 

Traditional IDEs can attach language specific jar 

file or dll files or other assemblies. If framework 

supports cross language build integration then it 

would be master piece to the programmers. They 

need not worry about language builds. 
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Object framework: 

      Traditional Entity frameworks can generate 

dynamic visual representation of the classes by 

converting the table to model to data transfer object 

but it does not automatically do the mapping with 

mapping or join columns. Most of the development 

effort for programmers is creating models or data 

transfer objects for respective tables, data access or 

manipulation methods to perform read, insert, 

update and delete operations. We propose a feature 

to create a data transfer object and data 

manipulation automatically when table created 

along with its relationship exists with key columns. 

It gives complete object oriented structure and 

makes the implementation simpler. 

 

Most of the IDEs supports entity conversion from 

tables but cannot establish collection relation ,if we 

can make optional ,it will be very beneficial to the 

users because ,in real time scenario  entity may 

have many number of collections ,t is not 

automatically converted in entity framework . For 

Example ,in above  example  patient may have 

multiple insurances and insurance id gathered from 

master insurance. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

We have been concluding our current research 

work with efficient features like intellisense, object  

or entity framework which converts the tables to 

data transfer objects along with cild relation 

inentity model, so developer effort can be reduced  

and simplifies the crud operations. IDE can be 

optimal when it can show complete object oriented 

structure of its own. Our proosed research work 

gives more efficient performance than traditional 

model. 
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